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Abstract 

The SEPA wire system offers a relatively fast way to transfer money between accounts within 

the European union. 

It also allows a certain amount of data to attached as a comment.  

This was my naïve attempt at conducting data transfer via a bank transfer. 

 

Method and results 

I first perused my bank’s limits regarding the comment fields attached to SEPA transfers. Turns 

out most characters used by base64 were supported aside from the notable exception of “+” 

which I replaced by “-“ (as per ISO 20022).  

With this method I sent myself the following monochrome PNG of a well known celebrity: 

 



This 2097 bytes long file took 20 SEPA transfers due to the constraints set by my bank on data 

payload in the comment fields (4x35 + 1x35) 

 

This screenshot of a portion of the transaction demonstrates the constraints involved. (Please 

note: 15€ was the minimum amount in the case of this bank account, this may vary by bank and 

country and type of account) 

 



 

 

Conclusion 

SEPA transfers may represent a slow messaging and data storage solution. However, it presents 

with several uncertainties such as the allowed set characters as defined per ISO20022 and the 

recommendations for handling of latin characters, comment size, comment “sanitizing” and 

related losses, along with minimal transfer fees and amounts. 

SEPA does represent a slow data transfer system if its issues could be ironed out and its limits 

more clearly defined. Also API-level access is likely a practical necessity in order to implement 

this for larger datasets, which is unlikely to happen in most financial institutions, at least, for 

access to the general public, due to potential security reasons. 

It is worth remembering that several blockchain systems already exist in order to achieve the 

same (and can also carry out other operations such as, smart contracting); however none of 

them are as widely deployed to the general public. 

“Contracts” and legally binding texts could possibly be embedded as well based on standards 

yet to be defined, as per my knowledge at this date. 

Payloads could also include such items as references to other blockchains and the like. 

Areas of development could involve messaging services, temporary storage for small amounts 

of data, and financial institutions could easily leverage this system, much like 

telecommunications companies leveraged the SMS system back in the adoptive days of GSM 

systems. 

More research is warranted. 
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